Resetting the Livewire attenuation in an SFX 4104 Receiver
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Step 1: Log into your receiver menu.
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Step 2: Click on the <Configuration> tab.
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Step 3: Click on <Livewire Configuration>.
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Step 4: Click on <Edit Options>.
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Step 5: Change the attenuation level to zero.
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Step 6: Click on <Send Update>
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Step 7: Click on <Utilities> and then click on <Shutdown>.
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Step 8: Click on <Reboot>. During the reboot, the receiver will install the new attenuation configuration. It will also not be receiving any signal from the satellite or transmitting any audio. The reboot should last no longer than three to four minutes. It will come back online with all previous settings unchanged except for the Livewire attenuation.